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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT

Time flies when you’re having fun! At the time of our chartering as the Electronic Association of
Parliamentarians (EAP) in 2017, few could have imagined we would evolve into the EAP of
today: a preeminent association of parliamentary learning known for the strength and depth of
our education programs.  Your president is honored to continue service on the leadership
team. Below are a few highlights for the year:

Advocated for membership rights. Communicated with District Directors and the National
Association of Parliamentarians (NAP) staff in creating strategies to improve inclusion in district
events and notices for EAP primary members.

Assisted in creating a communal environment. Co-organized the EAP Mix & Mingle Social
Event during the 2021 NAP Biennial Convention. This supports a positive culture and an
environment conducive for learning.

Increased brand recognition. Co-presented Mastering Electronic Units with Immediate Past
President Lemoine for the 2021 NAP Leadership Forum.

Additionally, your president has:
● completed a term as Green Gavel Electronic Unit President (2019-2021), ending with a

membership of 250;
● nominated committee chairs, committee members and delegates as applicable;
● served as an ex-officio member of all committees except nominating;
● provided frequent touchpoints with e-unit presidents;
● organized the inaugural Bylaws Forum;
● fulfilled the duties of Treasurer  (August 2021 – );
● attended the Parliamentary Gems Charter;
● attended education workshops offered;
● been in frequent contact with the other board members to informally discuss issues

between board meetings; and,
● Chaired all EAP Board of Directors (BOD) meetings.

This officer is inspired by the entire EAP community. She would like to thank the EAP Board of
Directors, Audit Committee, Bylaws & Rules Committee and the Education Committee for their
time and energy in advancing the Association’s goals.
 

Elizabeth S. James, PRP
President
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REPORT OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT

The Vice-President has been pleased to serve the first year of the term. Activities of the year
have included:
 

● Serving as a member of the Education Committee
● Organizing the online voting systems Tech Tools series of educational sessions and

attending the Leadership Series sessions
● Serving as a member of the Financial Review Committee, which has conducted three

audits in the 21-22 Association year
● Proudly representing EAP as a delegate to the NAP Biennial Convention, as an

educational presenter later this month for NAP District 6, and as a member of other
parliamentary associations and units

● Participating as an affiliate member of several EAP units, including as the 21-22
Parliamentarian and Bylaws Committee Chair for GGEU

● Receiving the Certified Parliamentarian (CP) credential from the American Institute of
Parliamentarians (AIP)

● Presenting an educational session for this conference
 
The Vice-President is honored to serve the EAP membership and wishes all attendees an
excellent conference experience.
 

Lee Woodward, PRP, CP
Vice President
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY

Your secretary is honored to continue to serve the Electronic Association of Parliamentarians.

Since April 17, 2021 your secretary has:
● Drafted all minutes of the Board of Directors and the April 2021 annual meeting.
● Overseen the development and distribution of all EAP membership notices required

under the bylaws and standing rules.
● Along with the President and Assistant Webmaster Lemoine, responded to member

inquiries submitted to EAP’s email.
● Prepared minutes for all board meetings and distributed them to members of the board

upon approval.
● Served as Zoom Technical Host at multiple events held by the EAP Education

Committee.
● Worked with the President to plan the EAP Mix and Mingle event for the NAP Biennial

Convention.
● Notified NAP Headquarters of the election of the 2021-2023 officers, and submitted

updated bylaws following the EAP 2021 Annual Meeting.
● Earned his RP credential on December 20, 2021.
● Presented “tech tips” at a majority of meetings of the Board of Directors covering EAP

tools.
● Worked with the rest of the Technology Committee to prepare registration for the annual

meeting.
 

Thomas Holmes, RP
EAP Secretary
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER

Your acting treasurer was honored to accept the responsibility of serving until such time that
the position is filled. The Treasurer would like to thank the Immediate Past Treasurer Edwin
Miles for his accurate record keeping and efficiency in a smooth transition. The following
represents those tasks completed for transition:

● received the checkbook, stamp, and debit card;
● procured and reviewed all financial records;
● requested access restrictions for the Immediate Past Treasurer to EAP tools; and
● submitted the financial records to the Financial Review Committee.

Additionally, the treasurer:
● created a voucher template;
● maintained the EAP checking account with First Internet Bank;
● reconciled member records monthly with NAP payments and worked with NAP

personnel to resolve variances;
● updated MembershipWorks monthly with the monthly NAP Association List, as

applicable;
● provided financial records and input, as needed, to the Financial Review Committee for

the 11/30/21 end of year review;
● paid all vouchers approved by the president;
● recorded and posted monthly disbursements and credits;
● created monthly Treasurer Reports for EAP Board meetings;
● created and disseminated the 2022 EAP Budget for EAP Board approval;
● reviewed 2022 member dues renewal reminders;
● resolved member issues and concerns; and
● compiled and submitted a Treasurer’s Report for the Annual Meeting.

This officer would like to thank Immediate Past President Evan Lemoine for his continued
support and guidance for this Acting Treasurer.
 

Elizabeth S. James, PRP
Acting Treasurer
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

We are privileged to be members of this thriving community and remain vigilant in our efforts to
steer the Electronic Association of Parliamentarians (EAP) in excellence. Having procured the
reins in April 2021, this EAP Board of Directors has met nine times since the 2021 annual
meeting. Meeting minutes are available on our website through the Members Only area.

With increased member benefits, like the inaugural Bylaws Forum, we boast a double digit
membership increase since our last conference. As well, growth was boosted when we
welcomed our newest e-unit, the Parliamentary Gems Unit, at the end of 2021. We will
continue to survey the membership and e-units to determine how we might best assist.

We increased brand recognition with the purchase of a full-page color ad at the National
Association of Parliamentarians (NAP) Biennial Convention.

We appointed a team of six (6) delegates to represent our organization at the 2021 NAP
Biennial Convention. We enthusiastically celebrated with all members when EAP was
awarded:

▪ Most New Units
▪ Greatest Net and % increase RPs,
▪ Greatest net and % increase PRPS,
▪ Most Educational Workshops
▪ Most New Members
▪ Highest Membership Growth
▪ Highest Member Retentions

We approved a budget that includes support of the NAP Education Fund, and a plan of action
to investigate an interest bearing instrument for funds not immediately needed.

We continued to take advantage of exclusive discounts offered for tax-exempt organizations on
products and tools that support the organization.

Elizabeth S. James, PRP
President
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REPORT OF THE PARLIAMENTARIAN

The parliamentarian has attended all EAP meetings except one since being appointed to the
position following the 2021 EAP Annual Meeting. At the request of the EAP President, the
parliamentarian has presented a “Parliamentary Nugget” at each board meeting he has
attended, with the exception of one very brief meeting where only essential business occurred.

Parliamentary Nuggets presented have been “When is the negative vote not taken?” on May 3,
2021; “When should the minutes include ‘what was said’?” on June 7, 2021; “Proposing
Multiple Amendments,” on August 2, 2021; “Nuances of Discharging a Committee,” on
December 6, 2021; and “Ratification,” on February 7, 2022.

The parliamentarian also reviewed, with the president, the proposed rules of order for the
coming 2022 Annual Meeting and suggested several changes to them for clarification.

Finally, although not specifically part of the parliamentarian’s duties as such, he serves as a
member of the EAP Bylaws and Rules Committee and has participated in all meetings of that
committee.

Weldon L. Merritt, PRP-R
Parliamentarian
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REPORT OF THE BYLAWS AND RULES COMMITTEE

The Bylaws and Rules Committee is tasked with submitting proposed amendments or
revisions to the Electronic Association of Parliamentarians (EAP) governing documents with
the Committee’s recommendations for adoption or not.

The Committee received the proposed amendments by the requested deadline.

The Committee met virtually on December 20, 2021, to discuss committee tasks and a
proposed calendar for action and completion of our tasks and responsibilities prior to the
Annual Meeting.  The committee also met virtually on February 5, 2022, in order to consider
and discuss the submitted bylaw proposals and any other committee recommended proposals;
format them for presentation; and publish the committee’s recommendation to the EAP
assembly as to each proposed amendment.

The Committee has presented four (4) proposed amendments to the EAP Bylaws along with
the Bylaw and Rules Committee’s recommendations on each proposal.  The proposed
amendments were submitted to the EAP Secretary for distribution to the members of EAP as
per the requirements of EAP Standing Rule 4.A.1: that the proposed amendments be included
in the Call to Meeting, at least 45 days before the meeting at which they are to be considered.

Bylaws and Rules Committee Members: Brenda P. Kennedy, PRP, Chairman; Bennyfer
Bridgewater, PRP; Atul Kapur, PRP; Weldon Merritt, PRP; Barbara Whitaker, PRP; and, Beth
James, PRP, Ex Officio

Brenda P. Kennedy, PRP
Chairman
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REPORT OF THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE

The EAP Education Committee worked to meet the challenges of the virtual deliberative
assemblies and organizational needs by hosting workshops focused on technology tools and
leadership. The Technology Series included electronic voting tools and the Leadership
Wednesday series provided tools to assist leaders in effective meeting management.

Technology Series Dates and Topics
October 15th: DataOnTheSpot Powered by SimplyVoting
October 23rd: EZVoteOnline
October 24th: Invite by Scytl
October 26th: DirectVoteLive
November 3rd: ElectionBuddy

Leadership Wednesday Series Dates and Topics
October 20th: Module 1: Framing Your Lead
November 17th: Module 2: Focus on GREAT-ness
December 15th: Module 3: The Virtual Meeting
January 19th: Module 4: Membership
February 16th: Module 5: Power, Influence and Technology

Additional Workshops
August 26th: EAP Discussion of NAP 43rd Biennial Convention Proposed Bylaw

Amendments
September 29th: Deliberative Assemblies and the Virtual Meeting

The committee brainstormed, solicited, and selected presenters for the 5th Annual EAP
Meeting and Conference. In the selection of presenters, the intent of the committee was to give
an opportunity to those that aren’t often on the circuit.

Friday, April 1, 2022
8:00 PM CT – 9:00 PM CT – Keynote Speaker

Saturday, April 2, 2022
11:35 AM CT – 12:35 PM CT – Workshops 1A and 1B
1:20 PM CT – 2:20 PM CT – Workshops 2A and 2B

Ceresh Perry, RP
Education Committee Chair
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REPORT OF THE TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE

Members: Thomas Holmes (eNAP, YP3U), Beth S. James (GGEU), Evan Lemoine (YP3U,
eNAP)

Charge:
● manage the EAP website and any membership management system;
● maintain the mail list distribution system;
● administer any social media platforms used; and,
● recommend, coordinate, and manage the annual meeting technology to be approved by

the EAP Board of Directors.

Accomplishments of the committee:
● met at the beginning of the term and separated duties by application, though the

committee works together in resolving most issues;
● updated the EAP website, membership management system, mail list distribution

system and Google-based applications, as needed;
● supported events with technology assistance;
● provided recommendations on the EAP 5th Annual Conference platform(s);
● recommended and implemented a new tool, Zapier, to integrate event registration

between MembershipWorks and Zoom;
● recommended and will be implementing the MembershipWorks add-on for MailChimp to

filter communications by sub-groups;

The committee will continue to look for tools that advance the organization and streamline
back-end processes.
 

Thomas Holmes, RP
Beth S. James, PRP
Evan Lemoine, PRP
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REPORT OF eGrant UNIT (eGrant)

The eGrant Unit has restructured and is focused on increasing membership and providing
educational training to those who desire to take the membership test.
The goal of the eGrant Unit is to enhance the knowledge and skills of current and future
members. The eGrant Unit will continue to conduct electronic meetings and educational
programs via the Zoom platform.

The 2021 officers were:
President - Dr. Mary Q. Grant, PRP
Vice-President - Roberta Berry, RP            Secretary - Sharon Williams Jackson, RP

The 2022 officers are:
President - Roberta Berry, RP
Vice President - Sharon Williams Jackson, RP   Secretary – Dr. Mary Q. Grant, PRP

The Unit participated in the convention, numerous meetings, and educational programs,
sponsored by NAP and eNAP: NAP 43rd Biennial Convention, NAP New RP Training Series,
Town Hall, NAP Board Meetings, EAP Leadership Wednesdays Series, EAP Technology
Tech Series, EAP 4th Annual Meeting & Educational Conference, NAP Bylaws Amendment
Forum, 2021 Parliamentary Law Day, Sartwell-Tunstall Unit Meetings, eNAP Unit
Meetings,DC Registered Unit Meetings and MAP Meetings.

The eGrant Unit is excited about the planned educational presentations scheduled for 2022,
which includes:

Month Topic
March Rules/Meeting/Motions
April Handling Motions & Examples
May Debate & Amendments
June Postponing & Referring to Committee
July Changing Our Minds
August Voting
September Types of Rules
October Enforced & Suspended & Relating to Motions
November Relating to Motions

All educational programs allow members to ask parliamentary questions on the topic.

Roberta Berry
eGrant President
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REPORT OF THE eNAP UNIT (eNAP)

The eNAP Unit is proud to be the first electronic unit chartered by NAP, and one of the original
four EAP units.

The unit had a total membership of 72, including 11 primary members, as of February 1, 2022.
While most members are residents of the United States, the unit also has members from
Canada, Japan, and Lesotho. Almost half of the membership are credentialed, with 20 PRPs,
12 RPs, and two PRP-Rs.

Originally meeting via an internet chat room, the unit now meets via Zoom, at 8:00 PM
US/Canada Central Time, on the second Monday of each month. Educational sessions include
not only presentations on specific topics, but an opportunity for members to ask parliamentary
questions for discussion by attendees.

The eNAP Unit welcomes new members, whether primary, affiliate, or provisional. NAP
members are admitted to unit membership automatically upon receipt of their applications,
while prospective provisional members must attend at least one meeting before being admitted
at a subsequent meeting. There are no unit dues (although primary and affiliate members must
pay EAP dues if not already an EAP member).

Information about the eNAP Unit may be found on the unit’s website at www.enapunit.org.

Weldon L. Merritt, PRP-R
eNAP President
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REPORT OF THE GRAPEVINE ELECTRONIC PARLIAMENTARY UNIT

The Grapevine Electronic Parliamentary Unit continues to evolve and grow, and yes, has
experienced some growing pains. However, hopes are high that in the coming year, the unit
will come fully into its own and engage more new members.

The members of the unit enjoyed a variety of educational topics, many related to current
events. Since the last report to the Electronic Association of Parliamentarians, the unit studied
such topics as:

● The role of the Parliamentarian in the House and Senate
● Revision versus Amendment of Bylaws
● Obtaining Registered Parliamentarian Status
● National Conventions Remote versus In-Person
● Quorum
● ABC’s of Parliamentary Procedure
● Joint Code of Professional Responsibility of Parliamentarians

At other times our meetings coincided with a webinar of the National Association of
Parliamentarians. When this occurred, we held our business meeting and adjourned to attend
those meetings as part of our educational programing. The unit is also a forum to discuss
parliamentary issues found within other organizations to which members hold membership
along with possible solutions to those issues.

Members attended the annual conventions of the EAP and the NAP, several webinars, town
hall meetings and board meetings of NAP, as well as online classes from various units of the
Ohio Association of Parliamentarians and the annual meeting of OAP.

The goals for the coming year are to increase membership through word of mouth advertising
at meetings of other organizations to which members belong and to continue to provide
educational material of interest to the members. Through the use of electronic communication,
our members, many with a connection through another national organization, have been able
to join together to expand our knowledge of parliamentary procedure.

Barbara D. Whitaker, PRP
President
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REPORT OF THE GREEN GAVEL ELECTRONIC UNIT (GGEU)

As the newly elected President of GGEU now in its 5th year as the largest electronic unit
established June 15, 2017, I am honored to present the Annual Report for EAP. As of February
15, 2022, our membership is 256 members from 31 states, Canada, and Japan. We consist of
77 Affiliate members, 95 Primary members, and 84 Provisional members. We credit our growth
to our shared vision to provide parliamentary leadership to the world, commitment to a strong
educational platform which fosters the study of parliamentary procedure, promotion of the
educational programs of NAP and assistance of members with the credentialing process.

GGEU hosts its meeting eight times a year on the 4th Thursday using the Zoom platform. Each
meeting includes a 50-minute parliamentary lesson. Full business meetings are held in
January, April, September, and November which is also the annual meeting. The following
were our speakers and topics in the past year.

Jan 28, 2021 A Quick Guide to Navigating RONR Timothy Wynn, PRP
Feb 25, 2021 The ABC’s of Handling Motions Beth Sapp James, PRP
Mar 25, 2021 3 Disregarded Parliamentary Concepts Lorenzo Cuesta, PRP
Apr 22, 2021 Not That Again: Renewal of Motions Wanda M. Sims, PRP
May 27, 2021 Overview of Incidental Motions Adam Hathaway, PRP
Sept 23, 2021 Orders of the Day Marsha Thornton, PRP
Oct 28, 2021 Incidentally Speaking Valoree Althoff, PRP
Nov 16, 2021 Quorums: Facts vs. Fiction B. Bridgewater, PRP

With the increase in numbers of Provisional Members, GGEU’s Education Committee
conducted three boot camps, in December, February, and June to prepare students for the
NAP Membership Exam. These sessions covered the first 11 chapters of Robert’s Rule of
Order Newly Revised in Brief, 3rd Edition.  GGEU’s Education Committee also developed an
8-week series in June and July to assist participants studying for two parts of the RP Legacy
Exam. Each session began with practice for Part I on Research. This was followed by a
parliamentary lesson on Part II: Motions and followed by questions from the RP Study Guide.

Our theme for this biennium “Parliamentary PAR Excellence” will be the focus of this
administration heralding all that we do. Our board includes First Vice-President, Brenda
Kennedy, PRP, Second Vice-President, Traci Bransford-Marquis, PRP, Recording Secretary,
Pamela Chavira, Corresponding Secretary, Robin Sherrod, RP, Parliamentarian, Esther A.
Heller, PRP, and Historian, Joyce Ballard, RP.

Karen Cole, MD, PRP
President
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REPORT OF THE
MARIAN J. MARTIN BLUE AND GOLD GAVEL ELECTRONIC UNIT (MJM E-Unit)

Unit Objective: To promote electronically the study, teaching and philosophy of parliamentary
procedure and principles.

The MJM E-Unit is near its fourth year of chartering with a total number of 77 members. Of the
unit’s members, 18 are credentialed. The membership and credentialed types are as follows:

36 Primary Credentialed Members
16 Affiliate 5 PRPs
25 Provisional 13 RPs
77 Total Members 18 Total Credentialed Members

Regular meetings of the MJM E-Unit are held on the second (2nd) Tuesday of the month
followed by concurrent educational workshops that support beginner and
intermediate/advanced topics. For educational workshops where a guest speaker is secured,
all attendees regardless of their parliamentary proficiency are in attendance.

The unit has held eleven meetings with educational workshops taught by Jackquline May, PRP,
Ceresh Perry, RP, Dr. Allison David, PRP, Kimberly Morgan, RP, and Tiana Beard. For the
month of December, the unit had the pleasure of guest speaker Robert Robinson, PRP
presenting a workshop on maintaining parliamentary credentials and engaging the youth.

Accomplishments:
● Provide RP and PRP credential members with training certificates as verification for the

required continued education units (CEU).

The officers of the MJM E-Unit are as follows:
President, Jackquline May, PRP
1st Vice President, Dr. Allison David,
PRP
2nd Vice President, Ceresh Perry, RP
Treasurer, Kimberly Morgan, RP

Secretary, Natalie Bennett
Parliamentarian, Tahir Thomas-Kinsey
Historian, Evelyn Sanders

Ceresh Perry, RP
MJM E-Unit 2nd Vice President of Membership
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REPORT OF THE PARLIAMENTARY GEMS UNIT

In September of 2020, Cathy Blakeney, RP; Sonja Johnson-Clark, RP; and Joy
Jackson-Guilford met to discuss the possibility of forming an electronic unit of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF PARLIAMENTARIANS (NAP) with a group of interested new members who
had joined NAP from 2019 - 2020. This conversation led to our first organizational meeting on
December 20, 2020.

After a year of planning and preparation, the Parliamentary Gems Unit was officially chartered
by the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PARLIAMENTARIANS on October 29, 2021, with 45
members of the unit. The unit held a virtual chartering celebration on December 15, 2021.
President Beth James, PRP of the Electronic Association of Parliamentarians (EAP) shared in
this moment by bringing greetings and President Wanda Sims, PRP of NAP shared
congratulatory remarks. The unit members received chartering gifts along with individual
chartering certificates.

The officers of the Parliamentary Gems Unit are:
● President – Dr. Joy Jackson-Guilford
● Vice-President – Ms. Cathy Blakeney, RP
● Secretary – Mrs. Billette Owens-Ashford
● Treasurer – Ms. Kaitlin Camp
● Parliamentarian – Mrs. Sonya Johnson Clark, RP

Joy Jackson-Guilford
President
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REPORT OF THE
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE UNIT (YP3U)

The YP3U Board of Directors are as follows:
● President – Evan Lemoine, PRP
● Vice President and Treasurer – Kendra O’Toole, PRP
● Secretary – Brandon Walters, PRP, CP
● Education Chairman – Daniel Foster, PRP, CP

The unit has experienced a surge in growth in members this year—nearly doubling our total
membership.

The unit continues to meet bimonthly and worked to provide not only educational opportunities
to our members, but to also allow more opportunities for members to present workshops and
research drills. YP3 is unique in that educational time is distributed in three categories: 1)
research drills, akin to the RP open book research drill; 2) an educational workshop; 3) an
open Q&A time for group discussion on topics of parliamentary procedure, including issues
members may be seeing in groups, with clients, or in other parliamentary situations. Our
philosophy is to make sure our unit provides adequate educational opportunities and
information to apply as a practicing parliamentarian.

Educational presentations are at 8pm ET on Sundays during 2022: February 5, April 3rd, June
5th, August, 14th, October 2nd, and December 4th. Guests are always welcome! Please visit
our website at yp-3.org for details.

Furthermore, we have also experimented with a using the instant messaging app Slack for
chapter communications like announcements, immediate messages exchanged between
members for comment (including requests for quick member advice), board discussions, and
special event-based chats (including one established for member discussions during the NAP
biennial convention.) This has been a successful experiment due to the informality of
communication and the immediate responses given. We foresee this continuing to be a unique
tool utilized in our unit.

Brandon Walters, PRP, CP
Secretary


